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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Andrea Luna has contributed to the dictionary with 17 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cultura
Modes of behavior.

definición
Brief sentence which expresses the essence of a thing by its genus and specific difference.

estudiosidad
Habit of applied with diligence and determination the cognitive faculty learning and mastery of skills necessary for good
governance of the own existence.

eter
Subtle fluid in the upper region of the air, where the ancients placed the seat of the fire, and called quintessence (
terrestrial essences were air, water, Earth and fire )

filosofía
Science of all things, by its latest causes, acquired only with the natural light of intelligence.

idiota
Mental deficient

intelecto
mind

jerarquia
Order and subordination exists between the angelic choirs and the ecclesiastical dignities. Expansion extends to any
order.

lógica
Art directors of the Act of reason so that it can make to order, easily and without mistakes (Thomas Aquinas ).

menescal
The vet in several places and people called menescal.

metafãsica
Study of the body, its properties, its principles and their gender.

neofobia
Aversion to innovation

nesciencia
Nesciencia is not to know that there is no duty to know ( carentia cognitionis non debitae ). It should not be confused



with ignorance, which is not knowing what you should know. The first is denial, the second imprisonment

opiniã³n
Between contradictory statements, make one without full evidence of its truth or the falsity of the contradictory.

palimsesto
Parchment in which has been scraping written and that it has become to write, noticing traces of it scraping.

pareunia
Sexual intercourse

vocablo
Articulated human voice which by Convention means one thing.


